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The Pairwise Body-Part Attention (PBPA) model solves the HOI recognition task. 
The PBPA model can focus the network on the important body parts of the 
human body in HOI and extract the relationship features between pairwise parts. 
Then fusion of these fine-grained features with the overall features can improve 
the recognition accuracy.



Pairwise Body-Part Attention for Recognizing Human-Object Interactions

The contribution of this paper mainly focuses on two points: 1. This paper 
considers the more fine-grained human body part features and the relationship 
features between pairwise parts, including appearance and spatial configuration. 
2. They propose an attention model to select the most important features from 
many pairwise parts.
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Pairwise Body-Part Attention for Recognizing Human-Object Interactions
——ROI-pairwise Pooling

Their idea is simple but novel. The value of the part of the union box that does 
not belong to the two bounding boxes is set to 0, and the features in the two 
bounding boxes remain original values. Then do ROI pooling on this new feature 
map. The author uses max pooling.



Pairwise Body-Part Attention for Recognizing Human-Object Interactions
——Attention Module

Here, the attention module is a self-attention 
structure, which uses its features to generate 
its attention. It means that the pooling 
feature  passes  th rough severa l  fu l l y 
connected layers to get a scalar as the 
weight. There are a total of m pairwise body 
par ts ,  and m attent ion weights  S  are 
generated. Then, sorted according to the 
size of the weights, the first k pairwise body 
parts with the highest weights are selected 
and retained, and the rest are discarded. 
Finally, the attention weight is multiplied by 
the feature to obtain k pairwise body part 
features. These features are used for fusion 
with global features to improve the accuracy 
of HOI recognition.



Pairwise Body-Part Attention for Recognizing Human-Object Interactions
——Experiments



Pairwise Body-Part Attention for Recognizing Human-Object Interactions
——Experiments

The possible reason is that too many pairwise body parts introduce a lot of 
useless features and noise, which is not conducive to the model's recognition of 
HOI.



An image-level behavior understanding method is proposed based on a 
knowledge engine (identifying different parts of the human body and the state of 
each part and inferring behavior information).



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine

The previous methods are mostly based on instance-level features or knowledge 
(human, object) to learn actions. But for complex behaviors such as human-
object interaction, this kind of coarse-grained knowledge is not enough, and the 
trained model is difficult to generalize (domain gap) due to different action types 
of different datasets. The overall idea of Human Activity Understanding is first to 
detect the various parts of the human and the corresponding state and then 
identify the behavior category through these states.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——dataset

They divided people into ten 
parts: head, two upper arms, 
two hands, hip, two thighs, 
two feet .  The number  of 
states in each part is limited. 
They finally chose 118,000 
pictures and 156 types of HOI 
tags. At the same time, they 
also marked body part states, 
which are the states of each 
par t  of  the human body. 
There are  about  220 ,000 
labe l ing resu l ts  through 
crowdsourcing labeling, as 
shown in the figure.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——model

The structure of the model can be decomposed into the following parts: 
(1) Take images as input to obtain human parts; (2) Take images and 
human parts as input to obtain human parts states; (3) Take images, 
human parts and corresponding states are used as input to get the 
behavior category.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——model

An attention alpha needs to be calculated first, which indicates the degree of 
relevance of a certain part's feature to the result, with a value of 0-1. They 
take the part and object features as input and calculate alpha through a part 
attention predictor. In this step, a loss function for the classification result of 
alpha is obtained. If the human part is related to the action of the human, 
then the ground truth label is 1, and if there is no connection, it is 0.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——model

Then, the model needs to recognize PaSta(Part State). This is a multi-
classification task; a human part may correspond to multiple states. The 
input of PaSta is human body features and object features, and the two 
features are operation by concatenation, max-pooling, and an FC layer to get 
the prediction result. In this step, the human body features are multiplied by 
the corresponding alpha calculated in the previous step.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——model

The last part converts the previous PaSta information into features for 
subsequent applications. It includes visual features and language features. 
The visual feature is a 512-dimensional vector obtained using the last FC of 
the previous PaSta Recognition. The language feature introduces a Bert and 
inputs these Pasta labels as tokens to obtain its new representation.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——PaSta-based 
Activity Reasoning

Through Activity2Vec, the model obtains the two features of each part and 
then uses them for subsequent tasks. The overall idea is to use the instance-
label feature and the part-label feature for post-fusion, but there are many 
specific ways. 



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——PaSta-based 
Activity Reasoning

The article only briefly describes a few of them, including Linear combination, 
MLP, Graph Convolution network, sequential model, tree-structured passing, 
etc.



PaStaNet: Toward Human Activity Knowledge Engine——Experiments

They use PaSta to perform transfer learning directly. Like the ImageNet training 
backbone, Activity2Vec trained by PaStaNet can transfer a large amount of part 
knowledge to new tasks. For example, they have achieved very good results on 
large-scale behavioral data: HICO (+6.4mAP), HICO-DET (+5.0mAP); even 
cross-modality has a 3.6mAP improvement in the video data set AVA.



Its idea and structure are very simple.
It innovatively introduces the form like NLP's Bert into the CV field.



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——Structure

1. Divide the patch and mask out 75% of the patch simultaneously.
2. Then, input the visible patch into the encoder, using such a method of 

the Vit model.
3. The input is spliced with the mask patch and passed through a decoder.
4. After the decoder, a hidden linear layer maps it to the original image 

patch dimension for the loss of MSE.
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Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——How to utilize it

The encoder is extracting 
the features of the visible 
image
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The decoder is reconstructing 
the image through the extracted 
image features



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——
Problem：Why is the masked part placed on the decoder side?

In the pre-training, the mask features are input together with the original 
features and the loss is calculated, but in the fine-tuning process for 
subsequent tasks, the input is without mask features. Then there will be a 
gap between the two forms. So Bert will have a ratio of 811 during training, 
and only eight in ten will be truly masked. This is to reduce this gap. And 
MAE is directly trying to eliminate this gap.
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Pre-training
Fine-tuning for subsequent  tasks
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Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——
Problem：Why is the masked part placed on the decoder side?



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——Summarize

1. The basic architecture is different. The CNN was commonly used in cv 
before, so it isn't easy to introduce information such as location symbols 
and mask symbols. (The ViT model has solved this problem)

2. The information density is different. The text is a high-level information 
density, and the image is a low-level information density. Therefore, bert 
needs to mask 15% of the information for the text, while MAE needs to 
mask 75% of the information. Because the mask is only 15%, the model 
can be lazy, and it can also create such low-level information density 
pixels to restore the image. Therefore, the model can learn high-level 
semantic information after increasing the difficulty.

3. Self-encoding decoder. Because of the different information density, cv 
cannot directly use Bert's decoder; it must design a decoder for cv.

From Bert in NLP to MAE in CV



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——Visualization 
Experiment Results 



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——Visualization 
Experiment for Versatility



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——Experiment for 
Different Measurement Methods

Two measurement methods:
1. Linear Probe: Fix the parameters of the encoder and only learn the 

parameters of the linear layer before the classification task.
2. Fine Tune: The entire model includes the encoder to learn together.



Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners——Experiment for 
Different Mask Types




